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Foreword
With a civilization as old and cultures as diverse as China’s,
Chinese “things” are too numerous to be counted and too varied
to be easily sorted. Indeed, “things” as a concept provides such
a capacious and cumbersome umbrella that it shelters not only
physical objects but also thoughts, circumstances, objectives,
tasks, events, and actions. Both Chinese and Westerners have
long been challenged to investigate and catalog the myriad material “things” that are quintessentially Chinese, some of which are
quite ordinary and others astonishingly uncommon.
In an attempt to illuminate many of these, James Dyer Ball
published Things Chinese: Being Notes on Various Subjects Connected with China in 1892, the first book on China with such a
title. As foreigners craved increasing their knowledge of China,
Ball’s book grew from some four hundred pages when it was
first published to nearly eight hundred pages in its fifth edition
in 1925. While “neither a glossary or an encyclopedia,” Things
Chinese nonetheless spanned entries from Abacus to Zoology,
with “things” from every possible genre including the “curious
habits and customs” of the Chinese. A century later, two Chinese
authors, Du Feibao and Du Bao, compiled a shorter volume, also
called Things Chinese, with more than three hundred entries of
“cultural things” that they admit “can hardly cover the width and
depth of it.” China International Press has begun a series, Essentially Chinese, with one title, Chinese Stuff, that offers “glimpses
of the Chinese way of thinking” via successful efforts to find
meaning and beauty in everyday “things” found in the household and workplace. Even the most seasoned resident in China
will find new “things” worth learning about in these books.
While the title of our book, Things Chinese, thus is not original, the book is distinctive in how it approaches objects. As
readers peruse the book, they will discover some sixty entries
about objects that are fundamentally representative of Chinese
culture and encountered easily in homes, parks, and workplaces
throughout the country in one form or other. Fine examples of
most of the objects, moreover, are not mere collectibles but are
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OPPOSITE With carved wooden panels, polychrome
narrative scenes painted on porcelain tiles, and enshrouded with silk curtains and bedding, this ornate
canopy bed is a veritable room within a room.

also found in museum collections worldwide. Even the English
names of some objects—abacuses, fengshui compasses, golden
lotus shoes, mooncake molds, opium pipes, rice-pattern chinaware, lacquerware, mahjong sets, silk dresses, tea sets, woks—
echo an inherent Chineseness that is understood throughout
the world. Others that seem universal at an initial glance of their
names—armchairs, bird cages, cabinets, chess sets, cloth shoes,
funerary objects, pillows, scissors, wine bottles—reverberate
with their unique Chinese character once one views their inimitable images. While some “things” are shared with Japanese,
Koreans, and/or Vietnamese—bamboo steamers, Buddhist figurines, calligraphy paraphernalia, chopsticks, lanterns, miniature
landscapes, musical instruments, puppets, scholar’s rocks, scroll
paintings, seals, snuff bottles—it must not be forgotten that
these objects had their origins in China. Cigarette posters and
Mao memorabilia are, of course, twentieth-century phenomena
that arose out of the globalization of a foreign commodity and
the veneration of a home-grown leader. Only a single entry—
ethnic minority jewelry—hints at the rich material culture of the
fifty-five officially recognized national minorities that make up
some 9 percent of the country’s population and deserve separate
treatment in a book. Through cultural contact and assimilation,
most of the “things Chinese” portrayed in this book have been
incorporated in one way or another into the cultures of all who
live in China, whether the dominant Han or the ethnic minority nationalities. Indeed, it should not be forgotten that among
those who are classified as Han, their “things” often have pronounced variations from region to region.
Unlike Ball’s Things Chinese, which included neither drawings
nor photographs, our Things Chinese features the masterful photography of Michael Freeman. The accompanying text presents
information about the historical roots and cultural significance
of each thing, including current scholarly research findings. A
comprehensive bibliography will lead interested readers to indepth, yet accessible, materials.
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Household
Furnishings
Whether wealthy or poor, extravagant or austere, with sophisticated tastes or not,
Chinese households share common furnishings like beds, tables, chairs, stools,
and containers in which to store things. Many of these items, as the chapter that
follows reveals, are timeless in form. Some round-back hardwood chairs and
canopy beds are elegant and refined, while others appear similar in style but are
made of ordinary bamboo and planked willow wood and with only minimal
ornamentation. Even a village residence with a dirt floor and sparse layout strikingly
echoes the formal setting of a prosperous merchant’s home: a rectangular altar
table, a set of chairs alongside a square table, all arrayed in front of a central wall
on which is found a painting or print of a figure known and revered literally by
all Chinese. Lanterns, pillows, miniature landscapes, and screens are also common
objects found in all Chinese homes, even as they differ from one another in the
quality of materials and decorative adornment.

8
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Armchairs
∘⇜ⰚFúshǒuyǐ

ABOVE Set before a black-painted rattan wall covering is a pair of Ming
era horseshoe-back armchairs made of rosewood.
OPPOSITE LEFT Low, open-back huanghuali armchair with decorative
stretchers and frames.
OPPOSITE CENTER Folding huanghuali armchair with pierced carving on
the backrest.
OPPOSITE RIGHT Southern “official’s hat” armchair with carved backrest.
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Although it is not widely known in the West, the Chinese, like the
Japanese, for much of their history had a mat culture, utilizing woven
natural fiber mats on the ground or slightly elevated platforms with a
woven pliable cane mat surface inside their buildings. Old paintings,
woodblock prints, and bas-relief rubbings of stones and bricks reveal
that Chinese generally sat cross-legged, kneeled, and reclined on mats
from ancient times until well into the Tang dynasty (618–907), but
by the tenth century the use of chairs and stools had became quite
common. The evolutionary passage to sitting upright with legs pendant on chairs is neither clear nor was it linear. In fact, during earlier
centuries, there are records of simple folding chairs and functional
straight-back chairs being used, mere hiccups on the path to the
elegant armchairs of the Ming dynasty (1368–1644) and the ornate
ones of the Qing dynasty (1644–1911).
Yoke-back and round-back chairs, among other graceful armchair types renowned for their geometric simplicity, reached an apogee of development during the Ming dynasty. During the last half of
the twentieth century, museums and collectors throughout the world
belatedly came to value these Chinese armchairs, which had in the
past been rather unappreciated objects of artisanal craftsmanship.
Widely treasured for the aesthetics of their form and proportions,
the woods selected, and the creative joinery that held them together,
armchairs, like tables, cabinets, and beds, in time became refined art
forms. The most esteemed examples of yoke-back and round-back
chairs are made of dense tropical hardwoods such as huanghuali and
zitan, which are both of the rosewood family, and hongmu, usually
called blackwood. Common people adopted variants of these styles
but had their chairs made of softwoods such as elm or willow with a
black lacquer coating. While many of the early forms of these armchairs had supple woven cane seats, hard wooden panels eventually
replaced them. With both woven and solid seating forms, variations
in humidity led to expansion and contraction that was accommo-

dated well by the mitered, mortise-and-tenoned surrounding frames
that secured the cane or wood.
Yoke-back chairs are formal chairs, usually arranged in sets
and traditionally used in pairs for receiving a guest or set alone in a
scholar’s study alongside a table for calligraphy and painting. With a
tall back, often with a slightly S-shaped backsplat, straight legs, and
sinuous arms, as well as a smoothly curved yoke-like protruding crest
rail with upturned, rounded ends, this chair type is referred to by
Chinese as an “official’s hat” chair or guanmaoyi, since the ends of the
crest rail of the chair resemble the winged hats worn by Ming officials. The earliest examples of yoke-back chairs are all associated with
Buddhism, since they were considered monastic furniture and used
for meditation. Subsequently, such chairs came to serve as thrones for
emperors and deities, with usually a brocaded silk tapestry piece with
auspicious imagery placed over the back of the chair By the twelfth
century, yoke-back chairs had become quite common, as they still are.
Round-back chairs, which are variously called quanyi and yuan
yi, are always graceful structures with a continuous curve resembling a horseshoe that rises in the rear. Usually three pieces of joined
wood are fashioned together to create the rounded, elevated arc and
downward sloping armrests, altogether a refined and fluid curvilinear

feature. Besides the broad S-shaped backsplat, which is often carved
with Chinese characters, two or three pairs of side posts are used
to support the arms. Although a round-back chair is not as easily
dressed as a yoke-back type, it was sometimes fitted with an ornate
cloth as well. Like the yoke-back chair, a round-back chair is stately
and somewhat austere, literally forcing one to sit in an erect position,
even though one’s back does not touch the backsplat.
It used to be common to classify Chinese furniture into styles
associated with dynasties, such as “Ming style” and “Qing style,”
which indeed correspond to traditional shapes found in China’s
major metropolitan areas. In more recent decades, however, there
has been a shift of interest to include regional and vernacular forms
that echo the high-style forms but evince great variation and are
found readily in the market. Interest in antique Chinese furniture
has also spawned a flourishing industry producing reconstructions
and forgeries, sometimes employing old woods dismantled from
dilapidated furniture but more often assembling brand-new pieces
whose “ancient” patina is pure artifice. According to Karen Mazurkwich, “craftsmen have turned faking into an art form, improving
their techniques to camouflage major alterations or prematurely
aging wood” (2006: 215).
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Bamboo Furniture
䤥ᚯ ؘZhújiājù
It is a curiosity that both hardwoods and softwoods employed in
making furniture are sometimes carved to resemble bamboo, in the
process turning a precious wood into an imitation of what to many
is a lesser material. Yet bamboo itself has a long history as a raw material that can be fashioned into furniture. If depictions in paintings
and woodblock prints are any evidence, chairs, stools, tables, beds,
and cabinets were common as early as the Song dynasty. No doubt
because of the near ubiquity of bamboo, the sturdy grass is still used
as an inexpensive material in making vernacular furniture for homes
throughout China’s countryside.
A visit to any village home in the southeastern and southwestern
regions will turn up bamboo chairs alongside wooden trestle benches
inside and outside the house. Together, they are often the only
seats available for family and guests. Bamboo chairs are especially
well-suited for the hot summer season. Often seeming intended
for children because of the short legs, low seat, and high back, they
are in fact used as well by adults. Varying slightly in form, bamboo
chairs are almost all constructed following similar principles that
exploit both the strength and the versatility of the medium. With
simple tools, a craftsman is able to give shape to a sturdy and utilitarian object consisting solely of slightly dried bamboo stalks.
To form the legs, a pair of bamboo tubes needs to be bent to
form two U-shaped units that will be transformed into the four
legs. To accomplish this, small sections of each tube must be excised
at specific locations, with only a partial sidewall remaining. Bending is done by heating the bamboo over a fire in order to soften it;
the heating also tempers the tubes once they have cooled. The two
U-shaped forms are then joined/fastened together by means of two
horizontal bamboo tubes, and this leg assembly is strengthened and
stabilized by attaching smaller diameter bamboo tubes running
from front to back and side to side. Bamboo “nails” serve to tighten
the various connections. The backrest is fashioned separately and
connected to the base. The backrest, which is usually slanted, may
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BELOW An elegant kitchen-style cabinet with open and closed storage spaces.
OPPOSITE LEFT Short bamboo chairs of this sort are used by children as well as adults.

be rounded or square, mimicking in some way high-style roundback and yoke-back chairs. If rounded, the backrest is made using
a long piece of bamboo that is heated and bent in several places to
effect the required curvature. Rectangular backrests are constructed
simply by joining horizontal and vertical pieces. Interwoven slats of
bamboo, supported by thin-diameter solid rods of bamboo, form
the seat.
Bamboo chairs are truly modular pieces of furniture. While
lacking the sophistication of mortise-and-tenon construction, these
chairs can be made easily and cheaply. Even today, they are sold by
itinerant carpenters who carry them piled on their bicycles or carts.
In some areas, bamboo chairs are stacked high along the roadside by
the villagers who made them, in the hope that drivers passing by will
be enticed into purchasing a few to take home. Over the centuries,
simple handcrafted country furniture made of bamboo provided the
inspiration for fashionable forms used even in urban homes. Today,
stylish bamboo furnishings are also viewed as being eco-friendly and
affordable in that they employ a medium that grows quickly and is
found in great variety.

ABOVE The teakwood chairs were designed by Kai-Yin Lo based on
a French design of the eighteenth to nineteenth centuries that simulates the look of bamboo, an ageless style that works well with her
Ming and Qing dynasty furniture collection. The cabinet in the rear
also simulates bamboo using teakwood.
BELOW Made of bamboo, this reclining chair includes a retractable
footrest, here shown in a halfway position.
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BELOW LEFT Set atop this compound
wardrobe is a separate storage chest.
Each component has matching brass
hinges and lock plates.
BELOW CENTER Richly ornamented
along the sides and bottom, this coffer
cabinet contains five compartments.
BELOW RIGHT This sturdy cabinet
has both folding and sliding door
panels as well as three drawers.

ABOVE A pair of tall compound cabinets
with brass accents frames the doorway in
this elegant dining room.
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Cabinets
⩥Guì

Boxes and low chests, rather than cabinets, were the earliest containers for storing possessions in Chinese homes, and they continue
to be preferred even today in village homes and modern apartments.
Black-lacquered lidded boxes of various sizes that held clothing, toiletries, and dishes and food have been found in ancient tombs. Although standing cabinets with hinged doors came into fashion during the Song dynasty, none from that period survive today, and what
we know of them comes solely from what is portrayed in paintings
and woodblock prints. By the Ming dynasty, cabinets serving to
hold books and painting scrolls in literati studies were also depicted,
a form that seems to have emerged as Chinese adopted chair-level
rather than mat-level seating. Wooden cabinets from the Ming and
Qing dynasties, which are held in numerous museums and private
collections, reveal a stylishness combining form and function that is
sophisticated and, some say, even modern. Scholars and collectors
of Chinese furniture, such as Curtis Evarts, Robert Ellsworth, Wang
Shixiang, Gustav Ecke, George Kates, Sarah Handler, and Kai-Yin Lo,
have written extensively about the changing styles of storage cabinets over time as well as the evolution of woods and joinery.

Although tall cabinets with doors served different purposes in
the kitchen, bedroom, and study, each provided a clean and accessible
location to store items that were needed only seasonally or periodically. The simplest cabinets, even in the homes of the wealthy, were
those used in the kitchen to store dishes, bowls, pots, and food. Often
made of common softwoods, such as elm or beech, or even bamboo,
many extant cabinets include drawers as well as different types of
compartments, some of which have openings that allow for ventilation. Especially in those found in villages, the design of the carvings is
usually simple, and the pieces are truly vernacular furniture forms.
During the fifteenth through seventeenth centuries of the Ming
dynasty, cabinets, like other furniture, reached a high level of refinement in which minimalism and purity of line flourished as craftsmen
in imperial Beijing as well as other cosmopolitan centers “adhered to
rigid rules governing proportion and size” (Mazurkewich 2006: 20).
Epitomizing Ming elegance and restraint, vertical tapered cabinets,
which often were produced in pairs, are rectilinear in shape and
raised on short legs. They are noted for their polished wood stiles
and panels as well as fine joinery, which together reveal the inherent

TOP This low coffer table can do
double duty as a family altar.
LEFT Simple horizontal cabinet
with four drawers beneath a pair of
double-hinged doors.
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beauty of the translucent hardwoods selected by the craftsmen. While
the doors pivot on concealed wooden pegs that are an extension of
the door frame, a brass plate with a fitting for a lock and brass pulls
was placed prominently on the two doors. The stile between the two
doors is usually removable so that larger items can be placed easily on
the shelves inside, where there sometimes also are drawers for small
objects. Variations from cabinet to cabinet in terms of the height
of the legs, fluting, grooving, and grain of the particular hardwood
selected give an individual identity to each cabinet. Square-cornered
cabinets, both low and tall and sometimes with metal surface hinges,
were also produced during the Ming period. Sometimes cabinets
were made in two parts, one atop the other to form an armoire-like
compound wardrobe. Multidrawer and multishelf cabinets with
intricate lattice patterns on the front and sides were also built. By
the later Ming period, extravagance had become the norm among
the wealthy and the cultured. Fashionable furniture circulated even
among those without refined taste as rich merchants and others with
means crudely aped the lifestyles of the elite cognoscenti.
During the nearly four hundred years of the alien Qing dynasty,
cabinet and other furniture styles continued to evolve. For the initial
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two centuries especially, classic patterns made with fine hardwoods
continued to dominate in metropolitan areas. Over time, however,
lacquered and painted cabinets made of common softwoods came to
fill the markets. With changing tastes, ornamentation was added to
the surfaces of cabinets using mother-of-pearl, glass, jade, and other
precious stones as well as silver and gold. Ornate and fussy carvings
in addition to mixed palettes of color deviated significantly from the
simplicity of Ming cabinet styles in a flush of creativity.
Exemplifying the refined elegance of the Ming period, classical
Chinese furniture made of tropical hardwoods has enjoyed a privileged position among collectors and museums. Yet it is important to
recognize that variant regional and vernacular styles, characterized by
“flamboyance, vigour, and a freedom that led to variations on classic lines or adherence to earlier forms” (Lo 1998: 19ff), have always
abounded. Over the past two decades, interest in these regional and
vernacular furniture styles has been increasing, as manifested in books
and articles as well as museum exhibitions that have revealed styles
previously unknown to outsiders. The Internet and import shops of
furniture from China have become important conduits for furniture
from a growing number of workshops. While some of these pass off
as “antique” pieces reconstructed from old wood or parts, refurbished
old pieces, and even distressed new pieces, there are nonetheless some
entrepreneurs who are honestly producing storage cabinets and other
furniture that, while new, still follow classical models.

OPPOSITE TOP Slightly tapered cabinet
with a circular brass plate and a pair of
drawers.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM Square-cornered
rectangular cabinet with three drawers and
a pair of doors.
ABOVE LEFT Stout cabinet with folding
door panels.

ABOVE MIDDLE Display cabinet with lattice
door panels and cabinet beneath.
ABOVE RIGHT Square-cornered cabinet
with both painted and carved panels.
BELOW LEFT A tapered cabinet whose
sleek lines contribute to its elegant beauty.
BELOW RIGHT Eight drawers surround the
carved arch of this low table.
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Canopy and Alcove Beds
⨴ᗸᮿ Jiàzǐ Chuáng

؇、ᮿ Bābù Chuáng
Bedrooms in China rarely served only as a place to sleep. Within
this tradition, a canopy or alcove bed functioned as a versatile space,
a veritable room within a room. Although sometimes provided by
the groom’s parents as an investment in ensuring grandsons, such
beds usually were brought by the bride as part of her dowry, along
with embroidered objects, fine textiles, and even cash, as well as a
chest filled with clothes for each season. Traditionally, the bride kept
these items as her own personal property in her room, sometimes in
chests on her bed. As an adaptable and all-purpose space, enclosed
beds dominated the room and served as a locus for a woman’s
daytime activities—chores such as food preparation, weaving, and
embroidery as well as entertaining friends—when the curtains were
held back by hooks and the bed’s quilts were folded along the side.
At night, with curtains down, these bed provided intimacy in a private cubicle.
Unlike open couch-type beds, canopy and alcove beds are large
and imposing, often ornate, and built on a raised platform, either
with tall bedposts and a covering or enclosed within ornamented
panels. Chinese beds are placed with a side along a wall, unlike Western beds in which often the head is along a wall. A sturdy piece of
furniture made by a carpenter using mortise-and-tenon joinery, each
enclosed bed is an irreducible nucleus within the nested structure of
a dwelling. With a railing, four or six posts supporting a frame on top,
and a shroud of gauze or brocade curtains, a canopy bed became “a
cocoon of privacy—the ultimate love nest” (Mazurkewich 2006: 116).
Sumptuous beds from the Ming and Qing dynasties are well-known
and held in museums throughout the world, but remains from as far
back as the fourth century BCE have been found in excavated tombs,
LEFT Richly ornamented canopy bed with painted porcelain inserts.
OPPOSITE BOTTOM This Ming dynasty canopy bed is accompanied
by a tapered cabinet and a garment rack.
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including one with a “bed, found disassembled and folded . . . an early
example of knocked-down furniture,” with black lacquered wood and
railings of bamboo and wood (Handler 2001: 140).
Over time and especially during the Ming dynasty, canopy
beds evolved to include an extended platform in front as well as a
proliferation of side panels with profuse openwork ornamentation
forming partial “walls.” This evolved type is called an alcove bed, for
it incorporates a vestibule-like space behind the front “wall,” sometimes even with chair-like seating before the bed itself, which remained similar to the classic canopied bed. Sometimes door panels
were added that made it possible to fully close off the recessed alcove
and bed from the room.
The curtains used with both canopy and alcove beds vary according to the season: gauze netting helped impede bothersome
insects without lessening a breeze, while heavier cotton and silk were
used in the winter to insulate the space from external cold and contain the heat provided by a brass container holding hot coals. Both
the wooden panels and the textiles traditionally were richly adorned
with auspicious emblems and didactic ornamentation. In southern
China, in addition to carved wooden panels, the surrounding panels
are often ornamented with mother-of-pearl mosaics and painted
porcelain pieces.

ABOVE LEFT This antique canopy bed has been repurposed as a
comfortable settee.
ABOVE RIGHT Ming dynasty bedchamber with a canopy bed, two
garment racks, and a storage box, step stool, and drum stool.
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RIGHT Inlaid with
mother-of-pearl, the
wooden frame of this
couchbed has marble
inserts along its sides
and base.
BELOW In a modern
setting with other
Chinese accents, this
couchbed is comfortable day and night.
OPPOSITE With distinctive feet and clean
design, this antique
couchbed fits well in a
modern home.
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Couchbeds
傂ㅩᮿ Luóhàn Chuáng
Couchbeds, also sometimes called daybeds, were utilitarian pieces
of furniture generally used by men for both leisure and sleeping,
hence the conjoining of the words couch and bed. The English terms
couchbed, daybed, and platform bed confuse their nature and use,
since in fact each can be distinguished from the other in ways that
differ from Western usage. A daybed and a platform bed, both referred to as ta, are essentially long, flat, rectangular, and relatively
light, with the surface elevated slightly above the floor or ground
on solid legs. Larger ta could accommodate several individuals. In
ancient China, well before chairs were introduced, people sat on
low platforms such as these. Because they were light in weight, they
could be carried into the garden or courtyard to meet the spontaneous need of a place for individual contemplation or gathering with
friends. Of the two, a daybed usually had a more fragile structure
and could be knocked down easily so it could be moved.
In a formal sense, the ta is a precursor of the couchbed, a basic
piece of furniture differentiated from the daybed by its three confining sides, more substantial weight, and use mainly for reclining and
sleeping rather than sitting. Still, with a woven soft-mat surface,
either of these pieces of furniture would provide a cool and comfortable place to sit alone or with someone else to play a game, such as
chess, or to read or listen to music. Solid panels along the three sides
of many couchbeds provided the advantage of protection from drafts
when the occupant was in a supine position or support for the back
when sitting. Some couchbeds have an open, lattice-like set of railings
that lets the air flow freely, but even these do offer some support for

the back or head. Adding soft bedding helped translate the bed into
a place to sleep. Unlike with chairs, it was common when sitting to
place an armrest, pillow, small table, vase of flowers, or stack of books
on the flat surface.. Whether in lattice or in solid form, the side rails
and apron of a couchbed were often carved with auspicious characters as well as abstract representations of clouds and dragons.
In a scholar’s studio, the couchbed was an indispensable multifunctional piece of furniture. The only other furniture would be tables of sufficient size for calligraphy and painting as well as to hold a
qin, a musical instrument of the zither family, and perhaps a standing
case for books and scrolls. Even after chairs became common for formal use, couchbeds continued to be preferred for informal relaxation.
Woodblock illustrations, paintings, period writings, and extant pieces
held in museums and private collections reveal not only the great
variety of forms but also their many uses. Wen Zhenheng, the celebrated Ming dynasty scholar, painter, and landscape designer, waxed
poetic about the value of old couchbeds while decrying the loss of
taste among new users: “There is no way in which they were not convenient, whether for sitting up, lying down, or reclining. In moments
of pleasant relaxation, they [gentleman-scholars] would spread out
classical or historical texts, examine works of calligraphy or painting,
display ancient bronze vessels, dine or take a nap, as the furniture was
suitable for all these things. The men of today make them in a manner which merely prefers carved and painted decoration to delight the
vulgar eye, while the antique pieces are cast aside, causing one to sigh
in deep regret” (Clunas 1991: 42).
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RIGHT The lantern-like lamps atop
the side tables are made of wood
and red silk.

Lanterns

㟣䦆Dēnglóng

Lighted lanterns, whether simple or complex in form and structure,
are essential components of periodic celebrations and annual festivals. Red lanterns in the form of globes are obligatory at birthdays
and weddings, where they are displayed in daylight and shine on
into the evening. The fifteenth day of the first lunar month marks
the end of the New Year festivities, and on this day falls the celebration known as Yuan Xiao Jie by the Chinese and the Lantern Festival
by foreigners. The Lantern Festival coincides with a full moon. It is
said that the souls of ancestors who were present for the arrival of
the New Year need to be guided back to the netherworld by the light
of ubiquitous lanterns that imitate the celestial light of the moon.
Today, parks throughout China on this date become a sea of eyecatching lanterns, most of which are traditional in form although
nowadays there are many large mechanical lanterns lit with neon.
Lanterns can be found in a variety of shapes, including spherical, cylindrical, cubic, hexagonal, and octagonal, even mimicking
animal forms, and there are compound structures that combine
different shapes. Most lanterns are crafted of thin bamboo splints
that are then covered with waxed paper, gauze, or silk before being
embellished with ornamentation. By the latter part of the nineteenth
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century, thin plates of glass began also to be used for lanterns. Colors
and decorative motifs on these surfaces vary considerably from region
to region. At no time during the year are lanterns more complex than
during the Lantern Festival, when families, villages, and neighborhoods vie with each other to produce decorated lanterns. Many of
these cleverly fashioned lanterns have an interior circular panel that
rotates because of the heat of the flame, which makes it possible for
the animals depicted there to gallop and children to dance.
The word deng by itself means “lantern” or “light,” and a homophonous association suggests the word fengdeng, meaning “abundant
harvest,” thus “prosperity.” When a lantern is depicted in a painting
adjacent to the ears or kernels of the “five grains”—an all-encompassing set phrase that includes even legumes—this forms the pun
“May there be a bumper harvest of the five grains.” Sometimes wasps
or bees, both pronounced feng, are added to make the associational
meaning clear. A pair of lighted lanterns traditionally was placed
adjacent to the marital bed, one for the bride and one for the groom.
It was considered especially auspicious if both went out at the same
time. The act of “lighting the lantern,” pronounced dian deng, further
suggests the meaning “adding a son,” which is a propitious wish.

LEFT The lanterns in the back
hall of Chengzhi Hall in Hongcun, Anhui Province, are set in
wooden frames with painted silk
inserts.
BELOW LEFT Globular lanterns
are carried here in a procession
at the Puji Temple, dedicated
to the goddess Guanyin, on
Putuoshan Island off the coast
in Zhejiang Province.
BELOW RIGHT Celebratory
lanterns are hung throughout
Zhenchenglou, a circular
tulou or earthen structure
in Yongding County, Fujian
Province.
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